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Abstract
Three-dimensional (3D) multi-cellular aggregates hold important applications in tissue
engineering and in vitro biological modeling. Probing the intrinsic forces generated during the
aggregation process, could open up new possibilities in advancing the discovery of tissue
mechanics-based biomarkers. We use individually suspended, and tethered gelatin hydrogel
microfibers to guide multicellular aggregation of brain cancer cells (glioblastoma cell line, U87),
forming characteristic cancer ‘ellipsoids’. Over a culture period of up to 13 days, U87 aggregates
evolve from a flexible cell string with cell coverage following the relaxed and curly fiber contour; to
a distinct ellipsoid-on-string morphology, where the fiber segment connecting the ellipsoid poles
become taut. Fluorescence imaging revealed the fiber segment embedded within the ellipsoidal
aggregate to exhibit a morphological transition analogous to filament buckling under a
compressive force. By treating the multicellular aggregate as an effective elastic medium where the
microfiber is embedded, we applied a filament post-buckling theory to model the fiber
morphology, deducing the apparent elasticity of the cancer ellipsoid medium, as well as the
collective traction force inherent in the aggregation process.
1. Introduction
Assembling multi-cellular aggregates in three dimen-
sions (3D) in vitro is of great interests for numerous
applications, ranging from drug assay development
[1, 2], to fundamental investigation in tissue mor-
phogenesis, and biofabricating tissue building blocks
[3, 4]. Many types of mammalian cells can aggre-
gate into 3D multicellular aggregates, mostly in the
form of spheroids, when cultured in suspension or
a non-adhesive environment [3]. With a growing
focus on the roles of tissue mechanics in develop-
ment and disease [5–7], a number of approaches have
been developed to measure different aspects of tis-
sue mechanics of the multi-cellular aggregates [8–16].
For instance, the effective surface tension of spheroids
can be measured by instruments such as compres-
sion plate tensiometry [10, 11]. Embedding hydrogel
microspheres within spheroids enabled the measure-
ment of intra-spheroid pressure transmitted by exter-
nally applied pressures [14]. On the other hand,
embedding spheroids into 3D extracellular matri-
ces, facilitated the use of the surrounded matrix as
an elastic medium to estimate the collective trac-
tion force resulting from cell-matrix remodeling [16].
Despite these progresses, there have been limited
approaches to evaluate the collective traction forces
generated during the self-assembly process of multi-
cellular aggregation. To achieve this, the measure-
ment framework should allow the freedom of cell–cell
interaction (thus minimizing cell–probe interaction),
while simultaneously allowing to probe the traction
forces locally, and in an in situ and non-destructive
manner.
Here using hydrogel microfibers as a minimalistic
guide for multi-cellular aggregation, we generate
cancer ellipsoid-on-strings around individually
suspended microfibers, giving the potential of
adapting such a guided assembly scheme to probe
the aggregation tissue mechanics. Individually sus-
pended microfibers of chemically crosslinked gelatin,
tethered over a distance of 3 mm, were fabricated by
© 2021 The Author(s). Published by IOP Publishing Ltd
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3D low-voltage electrospinning patterning
(3D-LEP) [17]. When submerged in the culture
media, the fibers swell by about 50% so that
their length increases by ∼15% [18]. Young’s
modulus of swollen crosslinked gelatin fibers
was previously found to be in the order of 100
kPa [19], which is a typical value of a rubber
modulus, and also close to the modulus of pre-
calcified bone [20]. The radius of these soaked
hydrogel microfibers is 1.5 to 5μm [18, 19], in a range
similar to certain anatomical features of the brain,
such as the white matter tracks and brain microvascu-
lature. With this in view, we used U87, a brain cancer
(glioblastoma) cell line, as a model system to form
aggregates around individually-suspended gelatin
microfibers. Over the course of cell culture, the
multi-cellular aggregates developed into character-
istic cancer ellipsoid-on-string guided by the fibers;
at the same time, we found that fiber conformation
was simultaneously changed due to the localized
collective traction forces. We discovered interesting
and unusual phenomena of fiber straightening,
simultaneously with distinct fiber-buckling in the
core of these ellipsoids. Since the dimensions and the
mechanical properties of elastic fibers are known,
we explored the possibility of using the microfiber
conformation as an in situ force probe to estimate
the cancer aggregate mechanics, by comparing with
a theoretical model based on 3D fiber buckling in an
elastic medium.
The mechanics of an elastic filament subjected to
a compressive force (traction) along its axis has a
long history. Classical Euler buckling (1757) describes
the threshold instability when a free-standing fila-
ment (simply-supported at both ends) is compressed
[21–25], giving the celebrated expression for the crit-
ical buckling force: PEcr = π
2B/L2, where B is the fil-
ament bending rigidity, and L is the total filament
length. The bending rigidity B in experiments can
be estimated by the expression B = YI, where Y is
Young’s modulus of the filament, while I is the second
moment of the cross-section area and is related to its
geometric shape. For a round cross-section of radius
R, the second moment equals to πR4/4, thus giving
B = πYR4/4. From Euler’s expression, a longer fila-
ment is easier to lose mechanical stability and buckle
under compression. The buckling shape at this critical
point is sinusoidal, with the critical wavelength being:
λEcr = 2L. The post-buckling shape of the free filament
(called the ‘elastica theory’) has been originally stud-
ied by Euler and Bernoulli, and later generalized by
Cosserat (1907) [26].
When a filament under compression is embed-
ded in an elastic medium, its buckling instability is
different. The Winkler theory (1867) was originally
developed for rods embedded in soil [21, 27], but
later had a profound influence on adhesion and soft
matter applications [28–30]. The lateral deflection
of the filament is restricted, and the Winkler model
(with the filament ends both simply-supported) pre-
dicts the critical buckling force PWcr and the wave-









, where k is Young’s modulus of the
elastic medium, and B is the filament bending rigidity,
the same as defined in Euler’s model. Unlike in Euler
buckling, the Winkler results for a sufficiently long fil-
ament (L > λWcr ) do not depend on the total filament
length L, but have an intrinsic length scale. Of course,
there would be a crossover to Euler results of a single
half-wavelength buckling when L < λWcr .
It turns out that in the post-buckling regime,
the shape of the elastically constrained filament does
not have to remain flat: recently Chen and Chen
have developed a model describing the 3D version
of Winkler’s problem, with the filament adopting a
helical shape [31, 32]. In this paper, we find that
our microfibers buckling inside the developed can-
cer ellipsoids are following such a helical morphology,
which will be the base of our analysis.
2. Materials and methods
2.1. Suspended fiber device
Suspended fiber devices were composed of fibers
drawn from a gelatin (Porcine, type A, Sigma
Aldrich, G2500) solution across 3D printed supports
(Ultimaker PLA filament) using a pre-established
method [17]. Devices were designed in Autodesk
Inventor (Autodesk Inc., USA), 3D models were
‘sliced’ as GCode files and optimised for efficient and
throughput production in Simplify 3D® (Simplify
3D, USA). Devices were designed with fibers sus-
pended 1.2 mm above the buildplate, spanning across
3 mm at an inter-fiber pitch of approximately 200μm,
and the overall device height was 1.5 mm.
2.2. Solution preparation
Gelatin solution was prepared as previously described
in the weight ratio 19:33:22:26 gelatin: acetic acid:
ethyl acetate: deionized water [19], with 6 v/v% gly-
oxal (40% in H2O, Sigma-Aldrich, 128465) added
prior to printing as a cross-linking agent to stabilise
fibers in cell media. Glyoxal was mixed into the gelatin
solution with a magnetic stirrer for 30–40 minutes,
the solution was left to stand for 5 minutes to allow
bubbles to rise to the surface, before loading into a
1 ml syringe and starting a print.
2.3. Device fabrication and preparation for cell
culture
The flowrate of electrospinning solution was con-
trolled with the Elveflow pressure controller (OB1
MK3, Elveflow, France) in the range of 30–200 mBar
pressure. Solution was spun with applied volt-
age of 130 V. LEP print-head translation was
7500 mm min−1, print-bed temperature was 70◦ C
to assist PLA adhesion and solvent evaporation from
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patterned fibers. PLA was printed at 190◦ C with opti-
mized retraction settings for each print file. A print
file which assembled a batch of 8 devices had a run
time of ∼12 minutes. Devices were printed on 24 mm
× 50 mm glass cover slips to provide stable PLA
adhesion to the build plate during printing and for
ease of handling post-printing. Devices were stored
in covered containers for 24 hours at room temper-
ature to ensure complete solvent evaporation. Next,
devices were transferred from the glass coverslips to
12-well tissue culture plates before sterilization under
a UV lamp for 20 minutes (ESCO UV-30A, 253.7 nm
predominant wavelength) and soaked in cell media
overnight before cell seeding.
2.4. U87 cell culture on suspended fiber devices
Human glioblastoma cells U-87 cell lines were pur-
chased from ATCC (HTB-14). Cell culture media
consisted of 10 v/v% fetal bovine serum (Sigma-
Aldrich, F0804) in 500 ml of Dulbecco’s Modified
Eagle Medium (DMEM, Sigma-Aldrich D6429). U87
cells were cultured to confluence in a T75 flask
and passaged following standardized protocols with
trypsin EDTA. Following centrifugation at 1000
rpm for 5 minutes the supernatant was thoroughly
removed and a fixed volume micro-dispenser (Drum-
mond Scientific, 41121505) was used to seed 1 μl of
cell pellet on a suspended fiber device immersed in
cell media. Cell media was replenished every 2 days
and cells were cultured under incubation conditions
of 37◦C, 5% CO2 for 13 days in total.
2.5. Live/dead staining
Live/dead viability/cytotoxicity assays (ThermoFisher
Scientific, L3224) were performed on the samples fol-
lowing manufacturer’s protocol on a Day 10 culture
and imaged with a Zeiss Axio Observer Z1 fluores-
cence microscope.
2.6. Immunostaining and imaging
Cells were fixed in 4% paraformaldehyde (PFA,
Sigma-Aldrich) and permeabilized with 0.2% Triton
100X (Sigma-Aldrich) in phosphate buffered saline.
Non-specific antibody interactions were blocked by
incubating the cells with 4% albumin from bovine
serum (BSA, Sigma-Aldrich, A7906) in PBS for 1 hr.
For nuclear and cytoskeleton staining, eBioscienceTM
CyTRAK OrangeTM (Invitrogen, 65-0881-92) and
GFAP Monoclonal Antibody (GA5), Alexa Fluor 488,
eBioscienceTM (Life Technologies, 53-9892-82) were
respectively used at 1:1000 dilutions in PBS. The
devices were washed and then stored in PBS at 4◦C
and fluorescence imaging was performed within 8
days from staining. Subsequently, fluorescent images
were acquired by Leica SP5 confocal microscope using
a 10x objective. Z-stacks were captured over a depth
of 151.16 μm with a 2.52 μm step size. Three-
dimensional reconstruction of the confocal image
slices was performed with Fiji ImageJ.
2.7. Ethics
Ethics approval is not required.
3. Results and discussion
3.1. Guided assembly of cancer
ellipsoids-on-strings on gelatin fibers
Suspended crosslinked gelatin microfibers of a variety
of patterns, tethered to 3D printed thermoplastic sup-
ports, can be designed and fabricated using 3D-LEP
[17]. Whilst the microfibers are patterned as straight
dry spanning structures with a fixed length, as they are
a hydrogel, they swell in culture media and become
relaxed and free-floating as a result of solution uptake,
schematically shown in figure 1(A).
Tethering the hydrogel microfibers to a rigid
thermoplastic structure preserves the structural
integrity of the entire fiber device, for cell culture
and subsequent immunofluorescence staining. As
gelatin has inherent Arg-Gly-Asp (RGD) sequences
which provide sites of cell attachment, U87 cells
spontaneously adhere and cumulate around the
fibers upon seeding, without the need for additional
coating of attachment factors, schematically shown
in figure 1(B). As illustrated by the bright-field
microscopic images over the duration of the culture
in figure 1(C), cancer cells populated along the entire
fiber length, initially following the relaxed, curly fiber
contour forming cancer cell-strings (at ∼30 hrs).
At around day 3, aggregation starts on individual
fibers at select segments along the fiber length.
Gradually, distinct cancer ‘ellipsoid-on-strings’
are developed (seen at day 9), evidently centered
around fiber. During cellular growth and aggrega-
tion, the overall conformation of an individually
suspended microfiber evolves, seemingly following
the mechanical behavior of the attached cells.
Figure 2 shows immunofluorescence images of
the day 13 multicellular assembly, forming ellipsoid-
on-strings along the entire spanning distance of the
suspended gelatin microfibers. We see two distinct
regimes of coexisting filament morphology, deter-
mined by the cellular aggregation. In the region where
adherent cells form a coating of a few cells thick,
these cells elongate and align along the fiber, while the
fiber itself is straight and taut, as seen in the bright-
field microscopic images in figure 2(B), all its orig-
inal length slack being taken away by the buckled
region. In other words, the overall contour length of
the microfiber is roughly conserved during the cul-
ture period, and the reduction in the apparent length
in the tensed fiber segment is converted into length
consumed by the crumpled fiber segment embed-
ded within the ellipsoid. Where the large aggregates
consolidate, the spheroidal shapes normally formed
by U87 aggregates in suspension culture, are now
guided by the fiber and elongated along the fiber axis
into ellipsoidal shapes. The fiber segment lying within
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Figure 1. (A) Scheme illustrating the tethered, suspended gelatin microfiber device produced by 3D-LEP, with insets showing the
as-produced straight dry fibers, and the post-soaking swollen fibers with their length increased by approx. 15% (estimated by
comparing the projected fiber contour length before and after soaking). (B) A carton overview of the process of cell seeding and
cell aggregation on the gelatin microfibers. (C) Bright-field images of the evolving cell-fiber interaction captured at different
culture time points.
such an ellipsoid adopts a characteristic ‘crumpled’
shape, which could be a consequence of its buckling
under compression force. Such an effect has not been
reported before. The core of the dense cellular clus-
ter seemingly exhibits a necrotic center, as shown by
live/dead staining in figure 3. Thus the live cells at
the periphery of the ellipsoid is expected to provide
the majority of the traction force on the gelatin seg-
ment inside. Therefore, we postulate that when the
elastic fiber is embedded inside such an ellipsoid, its
two ends (where the fiber crosses the shell) experi-
ence a significant compressive force, while the inside
section of this fiber experiences little external forces
generated from neighboring cells. Instead, these cells
in the core of the ellipsoid only act as a weak elastic
resistance for the embedded fiber segment. Evidence
further supporting this postulation is shown in the
immunofluorescence image of the mid-plane of fiber-
cell aggregate in figure 2(A). The fluorescence signal
of GFAP (a protein indicated in astrocytes’ cytoskele-
ton and mechanical strength [33–37]), appears as a
thin shell at the ellipsoid peripheral, but is largely
absent at the aggregate’s center. In fact, the combina-
tion of the ‘strong’ external shell and the ‘soft’ inte-
rior of spheroid cell aggregates was also reported in
a recent experiment of measuring the shape relax-
ation time, when applying compression to squeeze
a spheroid aggregate into a barrel-like morphology
between two plates, and then releasing it [38].
It is of interest to determine the number of cells
aggregated in the cancer ellipsoids. As the ellip-
soid is too thick to easily obtain fluorescence imag-
ing of its entire 3D volume, we look at the cellular
assembly at the straight segment of the microfiber
to give an indication on the density of cells. By
counting the number of cells (i.e. nuclei) present
within a clearly imaged volume around the fiber,
e.g. figure 2(B), the density of the cells aggregated
there is estimated to be ∼1/3600 μm−3. With the
volume of the Day 10–13 mature ellipsoid aggre-
gate between 2–4 × 107 μm3, a conceptual of the
total number of cells within one ellipsoid aggregate
is estimated to be 5000 to 10 000. However, beware
that the cell density around the shell of an ellip-
soid is expected to be higher than 1/3600 μm−3,
since the cells not in contact with the fiber are able to
compress. On the other hand, the middle of the con-
solidated aggregate contains a high fraction of dead or
dying cells (as their nutrition is restricted), thus giving
a lower density of cells. Because the thin shell appar-
ently occupies much less volume than the necrotic
interior of the cell aggregates, overall, the estimated
range of the number of cells inside one ellipsoid aggre-
gate above is likely an over-estimate (i.e. forming an
upper-bound for this number).
All in all, we find a dramatic effect of the
fiber buckling inside the ellipsoid aggregates seen in
figure 2(A), which we postulate to act as an elastic
support for the fiber segments embedded inside, and
provide compression through the thin shell of living
cells at their ellipsoid periphery. The analysis of this
phenomenon is the main subject of this paper.
3.2. Helical buckling in an elastic medium with
compression
Since the dimensions and the mechanical characteris-
tics of the crosslinked gelatin microfibers are estab-
lished, and may be assumed constant during the
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Figure 2. (A) Immunofluorescence images of ellipsoid-on-string formed along the entire spanning distance of the suspended
gelatin microfibers. The crumpled fiber inside the ellipsoidal aggregates has non-specific binding to both staining reagents, and is
clearly visible inside the cluster. Note that the GFAP staining is concentrated in the thin shell surrounding the cancer ellipsoid.
Dotted lines are used to indicate the regions of the support frame. (B) Bright field (BF) and immunofluorescence images showing
multi-cellular clustering forming a rod-shape at the straight fiber segment at day 13.
Figure 3. Live/dead staining images showing the
ellipsoid-on-string (day 10) formed on the entire
microfiber-device. The channels showing the live and dead
cells are combined in the last image. It is clear that the dead
cells are prevalent inside the aggregates; the residual weak
red fluorescence on the straight fiber segments is due to the
non-specific fluorescence signal of the gelatin.
culture period, we explore the possibility of using
these fibers as an in situ force probe to estimate the
cancer aggregate mechanics, by exploring the filament
buckling mechanics. We focus on an individual ellip-
soid compressing the filament that threads through
it, ignoring the possible weak fiber pre-tension due to
other ellipsoids: the fibers initially are in a loose state,
and only straighten as ellipsoids are growing.
From fluorescence images in figures 2 and 3, the
projected length of the gelatin fiber inside the can-
cer ellipsoid is ∼500 μm along the original fiber axis.
The fiber shape therein resembles a helix with 4 to 6
turns, with a slight localization effect (i.e. the helix
radius gradually decreases along the fiber axis), while
the remaining part of the fiber outside the ellipsoid
aggregate remains straight, see figures 1(B) and 2(A).
The aggregate interior is treated as an ‘apparent elas-
tic medium’, with the gelatin fiber subjected to a
pure compressive load from the contractile outer shell
of this cancer ellipsoid, as described in the previous
section. This characteristic buckled shape allows the
use of the ideas of Chen on the helical buckling of a
filament in an elastic suspending medium [32].
Figure 4 shows the scheme of the Chen model of
helical buckling morphology, making a parallel with
our observation. Under the assumptions that no slid-
ing occurs at the interface between the medium and
the fiber surface, and that a constant compression
force/strain propagates throughout the whole fiber
axis (i.e. ignoring the shear stress from the medium
acting on the fiber to lessen the force propagated),
Chen et al derived approximate analytical relations
of the helix pitch size (periodicity) λ and radius ρ
for a volume-conserved fiber and elastic medium
(i.e. Poisson ration = 0.5), as functions of the com-
pression strain εcom of the medium in the post-
buckling regime [32]:





εcom − εWcr ,
(1)
where λWcr is the periodicity at the buckling threshold.
In Chen’s paper this is denoted as the initial h, and we
note that the numerical factor 6.160 in its definition
is almost identical to the numerical factor of 2π given
in the Winkler model. Thus, we replaced the original
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Figure 4. (A) Fluorescence image of the microfiber with
cell aggregate, simplified into a cartoon of helical buckling
in the adhesion region. (B) Schematic helical buckling
shape and parameters in Chen’s model [32]. Lcom here is
the length of the embedding medium before deformation,
and will later be compressed and shrink to Lcom(1 − εcom).
The helical buckling pattern has the pitch size λ and the
radius ρ.
factor with 2π to recover the 2D Winkler model at the
critical buckling point: although this connection was
not specifically pointed in Chen’s paper, from a phys-
ical point, the radius of the helix has to evolve from
zero at critical buckling point. At this point ρ = 0,
the in-plane 2D Winkler model and the Chen’s 3D
helix model are strictly equivalent. That is, the crit-
ical buckling periodicity λWcr = 2π(B/k)
1/4, and the
critical buckling strain of the embedded filament
εWcr = P
W
cr /YA = 2
√
Bk/YA (or equivalently, the strain
of the elastic medium at this point of filament critical
buckling). k is Young’s modulus of the medium, while
B, Y and A are the bending rigidity, Young’s modulus
and the cross-section area of the fiber, respectively.
Considering that the more natural quantity to
use and compare in this cell-fiber buckling system is
the collective traction force generated by U87 cells,
the compression strain εcom of the medium needs to
be transformed into the compressive force P upon
the fiber segment ends, to allow further application
of these formulas to our helical buckling problem.
Before/At critical buckling point, the strain εcom of
the elastic medium equals to the axial strain εm of
the embedded fiber. Yet, after fiber buckling into a
helix, not all the strain from the elastic medium will
be converted into the fiber axial strain εm. Under the
assumption of no sliding at the interface between the
filament and the medium, and the absence of shear
stress from the medium acting on the filament (i.e. a
constant filament axial strain along the filament axis),




+ εm = εcom, for εcom  εcr. (2)
Combining the helix expression in the post-
buckling regime of (1) and the strain conversion of
(2) results in a cubic equation for cεcom, which then
can be solved to find the strain-force transformation
after the buckling point. However, this exact solving
a cubic equation is cumbersome, and will not help
developing a clear physical understanding. For our
purpose of elucidating the order of the magnitude
of the compression force (since in experiments we
already have a large uncertainty in shape and mechan-
ical parameters), it may be sufficient to simply assume





, for εcom  εcr. (3)
Here P is the compressive force acting on the ends of
the fiber, while PWcr = 2
√
Bk is the Winkler’s critical
buckling force. At εcom = εcr, we recover P = PWcr as
expected. Inserting this transformation of (3) into (1),
we arrive at our final expressions of λ and ρ for the
analysis of our experiments:
λ = λWcr
(















where λWcr and P
W
cr are the Winkler parameters, given
below (1), both of which depend on Young’s mod-
ulus k of the medium, and fiber bending rigidity
B = πYR4/4, for a fiber with a round cross-section of
radius R and Young’s modulus Y. The cross-section
area A equals to πR2 for a solid cylindrical fiber.
To elucidate the magnitude of the force the
ellipsoidal aggregate produces in this post-buckling
regime, it is necessary to know the elasticity of the
aggregate interior (the parameter k in the Winkler and
Chen theory). We assume its Young’s modulus is quite
low, given the noticeable fraction of dead or dying
cells in this interior, yet this elastic modulus has to
be used as an unknown fitting parameter to be deter-
mined. The helix pitch size λ and an estimate of the
helix radius ρ in the buckling pattern are extracted
from the fluorescence images, while the fiber param-
eters Y and A (or the fiber radius R) are measurable
at the preparation stage of our experiments. The two
quantities left to determine here are Young’s modulus
k of the medium (ellipsoidal cell aggregate itself) and
the compressive force P generated by this aggregate.
3.3. Traction force and elasticity of the ellipsoidal
cell aggregates
The helices in the experiment images show 4 to 6 full
turns within the projected length of ∼500 μm along
the x-axis, giving the helix pitch size λ from 125 to 80
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μm. The helix radius ρ varies between 5 and 40 μm.
We take the modulus of a swollen gelatin fiber
Y = 100 kPa, while the radius R of the fiber in experi-
ment is observed to sit between 1.5 and 5 μm, result-
ing in range of values of the bending rigidity (through
B = πYR4/4). With these experimental values of ρ, λ,
Y and R, (4) can be used to obtain the elastic modulus
k of the cell aggregate and the compression force P.
However, the values of ρ and λ in experiment cover a
certain range, which would, in turn, estimate quite a
broad range of k- and P-values. We decided to first use
(4) and plot the numerically-solved k-value against λ
within the experiment range between 80 and 125 μm,
while at several values of the helix radius ρ and
with three different sizes of fiber radius R. This way,
the magnitude of the k-value in our experiment can
be captured, allowing the further determination on
which values of k and R should be adopted to estimate
the compressive force P, and to re-calculate the helix
radius ρ in matching with experiment. In the follow-
ing analysis, we all constrain the pitch size λ between
80 and 125 μm.
Figure 5 shows that as the helix radius ρ increases
from 10 to 40 μm, the estimated elastic modulus k
of the interior of cell aggregate dramatically decreases
from a few hundreds of Pa to below 50 Pa, while
a thinner fiber predicts a weaker elasticity k at each
ρ-value. Further increase in ρ beyond 40 μm will
cause an even smaller k-value, which may not be
reasonable: Young’s modulus of tissue can vary signif-
icantly depending on the type of tissue in measure-
ment, starting from 100 Pa (brain) to 5 kPa (skin),
to 10–30 kPa (muscles) [39–43]. Without doubt, our
cell aggregate is not a ‘proper’ tissue as its interior
has a high proportion of dead and dying cells, not to
say the cell population is almost homogeneous and
entirely made up of cancer cells. So the ‘safe’ strat-
egy here is to let this k-value range from 50 Pa to
a few hundreds of Pa in later investigation of the
compressive force P.
Since k is now constrained, fibers with radius
R = 2.5 μm can only produce the small helix radii in
experiment (only when ρ is below 10 μm, k can still
be larger than 50 Pa in this case). To further produce
larger ρ-values in this case requires an even smaller
k-value, falling out of the reasonable range we dis-
cussed above. As for the case R = 3.5 μm, the resul-
tant helical patterns can at most have ρ  20 μm
within the k-range we take. Therefore, R has to be at
least 5 μm or even larger (thicker fibers, may be pro-
duced due to different individual extent of solution
uptake during swelling) to reach ρ  30 μm, while
not requiring an unreasonably weak interior elastic-
ity k. On the other side, for fibers of a large R to have
smaller ρ-values, it can easily be achieved by increas-
ing the elasticity k. Therefore, to cover the wide range
of ρ- and λ-values we see in experiment, it has to be
R  5 μm, while k  50 Pa. Note that the Young’s
modulus of a fiber enters our theory in combination
with R, (as YR2 or as YR4 in bending rigidity B), so the
sensitivity to changing R shown in figure 5(A) could
be directly mapped to Y.
We take R = 5 μm as an example, and plot
λ and ρ against the compression force P, at k = 50,
100 and 200 Pa. By confining λ between 80 and
125 μm as before, we find the corresponding win-
dow for P shown in figure 5(B). Subsequently in
figure 5(C), we use this P-window to estimate the
range of ρ. Combining these two plots, the P-window
obtained in this procedure is of the range from 0.3 to
1μN. The higher force corresponds to a weaker elastic
modulus k and a wider helix radius ρ.
Note that ρ in our experiment can be up to 40μm,
which further requires a larger fiber radius (a more
rigid fiber as it will become) to match the pitch size
λ seen in our experiment. This, in turn, predicts a
stronger compression force P exceeding 1 μN, which
can be checked from the λ-expression in (4)—a more
rigid fiber will have a longer λWcr at the critical buck-
ling point; therefore to shrink into a fixed λ-value,
P must be further increased. This magnitude of P in
the μN regime is not unreasonable. Cell traction force
of one single isolated cells varies from a few to tens
of nN [44–46]. In particular, one single U87 cancer
cell has been reported to generate a traction force
of 50 nN [11]. Using this value, to generate 1 μN
requires 20 U87 cells. Our ellipsoid aggregate contains
5000–10 000 cells (though it is an over-estimate, as
given in section 3.1), and should be able to produce
the buckling force required in our experiment, con-
sidering the large difference in these two numbers of
cells (thousands vs tens).
3.4. Theoretical validation
A rough estimate for the value of the compressive
force applied on the internal fiber segment may be
deduced, by finding the tensile force acting on the
contact area of the fiber with the thin shell of the
living cells of the ellipsoid aggregate. We define the
thickness of the thin shell of the cell aggregate as
h, and the contact angle of this shell with the fiber
segment end (at the periphery of the cell aggregate)
is θ. Theses two shape parameters θ and h cannot be
measured precisely in our experiment, yet to serve
the purpose to justify the order of the magnitude
of the force we estimated via the helical buckling
model, an approximate conceptual value would be
sufficient. The total pulling force from this shell
(i.e. a net compression upon the ends of the fiber
segment inside the cell aggregate) can be calculated
though: 2πRT cos θ, where R is the fiber radius as
defined before, T is the surface tension of the cell
aggregate, cos θ denotes the fraction of the tensile
force by the shell acting as compression along the
straight fiber axis. The total surface tensile force
2πRT may be derived from the active stress σ of
myosin proteins acting on the area A of the cortical
layers inside cells, using the relation 2πRT = σA.
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Figure 5. (A) The elastic modulus k of the cell aggregate, plotted against the helix buckling pitch size λ within the experiment
range (from 80 to 125 μm), with the helix radius ρ= 10, 20, 30 and 40 μm. In each plot, the radius of the fiber R = 5, 3.5 and
2.5 μm (blue solid, red dashed and black dotted; from top to bottom, respectively). (B) The helix pitch size λ and (C) the helix
radius ρ, plotted against compression P using (4), at k = 50 (black, solid), 100 (red, dashed) and 200 (blue, dotted) Pa, with the
fiber radius R = 5 μm and Young’s modulus of the fiber Y = 100 kPa. In (B), these three linear curves start from their own critical
buckling forces. The colored bars show the range of P obtained by inserting λ-values within the experiment range between 80 and
125 μm (confined by horizontal gray lines), at each k-value (same matching of colors and styles). In (C), these derived experiment
ranges of P (bars above P-axis) are then used to find the corresponding ranges of ρ-values (bars along the ρ-axis), with same
style-matching.
The area A of cortical layers is assumed to equal to
the contact area of the shell surrounding this fiber
segment: A = 2πRh. Undoubtedly, this assumption
may over-estimate the real thickness of cortical
layers, which do not fully occupy the entire internal
of cells. Therefore, the total tensile force estimated
later using this A-expression is likely to be an upper
bound of the compressive collective force from the
cell aggregate. In our example, R = 5 μm, while we
take the rough estimate θ = 30◦ from the images of
the ellipsoids in figure 2, giving cos θ ∼ 0.86. The
shell thickness h may be approximately the same as,
or a bit larger than, the thickness of the cells coated
onto the straight fiber part outside the ellipsoids in
figure 2(B), based on the observation that living cells
aggregated onto the straight fiber part seemingly
showed the same thickness of fluorescence signal by
GFAP staining as at the periphery of the ellipsoid,
thus taking h ∼ 50 μm (which corresponds to a layer
of 3–5 cells in the BF image there). The data for
the active stress σ of U87 cells is absent, but as a
conceptual estimate, we may use the value given in
Tinevez’s work of mouse L929 fibroblasts σ = 2400
Pa [47], which can also exhibit a high contractility,
thus possibly approaching the active stress value for
highly contractile U87 cells in our case. Altogether
with these parameter values, the net compressive
force acting on the fiber segment ends is calculated
via: 2πRhσ cos θ = 2π × 5 · 10−6 × 50 × 10−6 ×
2400 × 0.86 ∼ 3.24 × 10−6 N. This force value is
in the regime of μN, where our estimated force can
fall into when a larger helix radius than 30 μm is
observed, and is expected to be the upper bound
for the compressive force our cell aggregates can
generate.
Another way to estimate this compressive force
is to count the number of living cells of the ellip-
soidal shell that are in contact with the fiber seg-
ment. We earlier took the shell thickness to be of
3–5 cells with h = 50 μm, implying the thickness
of one cell is 17, 12.5, and 10 μm (estimated using
the shell thickness of 3, 4 and 5 cells, respectively).
The range of the total number of cells of the shell
in contact with the fiber is then: from 3 × (2πR/17)
to 5 × (2πR/10), giving 6–16 cells with R = 5 μm.
Using the traction force of 50 nN measured with a
single U87 cell given in [16] and the contact angle
θ of 30◦, the range of the net compressive force is
approximately 260–690 nN, covering partially the
range of the windows shown in figures 5(B) and
(C). Although these two estimates are very crude (by
surface tension estimated through active stress from
myosin proteins, and the counting of the number of
living cells onto the fiber in the aggregate shell), they
are comparable to the magnitude of our estimated
force. This shows the possibility to use this system
of fiber-crumpling in cell aggregates as a potential
force probe, with the application of the helical
buckling theory. To obtain a more accurate esti-
mate of collective contraction force from cell aggre-
gates, undoubtedly, further advanced development
of the helical buckling theory (e.g. using a buckling
shape with a decaying length, closer to the experimen-
tal images) and elucidation in some other experimen-
tal parameters, such as elasticity of the interior of cell
aggregates, are required.
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On the other hand, if tensile forces are really
present in external filament segments, the buckling
force on the internal fiber segments (inside ellip-
soids) then becomes the difference between the trac-
tion force of the ellipsoid and the overall weak tensile
force. The analysis of all the ellipsoids along the same
fiber and their anchored positions on the fiber would
then be necessary.
4. Conclusion remarks
There have been limited approaches to evaluate
the collective traction forces generated during the
self-assembly process of multi-cellular aggregation.
Our measurement framework of ellipsoids-on-strings
minimizes cell–probe interaction, by maximizing the
freedom of cell–cell interaction, and simultaneously
allows to probe the cell traction forces locally in
an in situ and non-destructive manner. These fea-
tures of our experiment framework make a stark
contrast with previous force-probe systems that have
to either constrain spheroid cell aggregates into 3D
extracellular matrices (interfering with cell–cell inter-
action) [16], or embed hydrogel microspheres inside
the targeted spheroid cell aggregate (which does not
probe the active forces generated by the cellular
aggregate).
In particular, the dimension of the cross-linked
gelatin fiber between 1.5 and 5 μm in radius is cru-
cial to achieve these unique characteristics: if the fiber
radius is too small, cells in suspension will not eas-
ily spread and adhere onto the narrow fiber surface;
while if too thick, a large fiber probe, compared with
the few layers of cells in aggregate thickness, may
potentially interfere with cell–cell interaction and cell
aggregation. To mitigate this reciprocal effect between
the fiber thickness and cell aggregates, a small vol-
ume occupied by fiber segments within these aggre-
gates is anticipated. Moreover, this particular range
of the fiber radius, in fact, depends on the choice
of the fiber material, which has to provide a suit-
able bending rigidity in order to produce a readily-
perceivable buckling pattern, when subjected to com-
pressive forces ranging between a few hundreds of pN
and 1 μN from U87 cell aggregates. In making fibers,
the use of crosslinked gelatin, typical in the order
of 100 kPa in Young’s modulus, may consequently
be unique and well-suited for investigating the U87
aggregate system (or other cell aggregate systems with
a similar range of cell traction forces), which we shall
discuss.
In our experiment, the crosslinked gelatin fiber of
radius R = 5μm, with the projected length of the fiber
segment around 500 μm, the minimum helix pitch
size of 80 μm and the maximum helix radius of 40
μm (to estimate the maximal volume of the fiber seg-
ment), would occupy 1.3 × 105 μm3 (∼0.43 v/v% of
the ellipsoid cell aggregate)—giving an almost negli-
gible occupation ratio. However, if a softer material
is used to replace crosslinked gelatin, for example,
with Young’s modulus of 1 kPa (representation of
lightly cross-linked hydrogels), the fiber radius would
become ∼28 μm, in order to achieve the same bend-
ing rigidity and thus the same pronounced helical
buckling pattern, and would occupy ∼14 v/v% of
the cell aggregate. This dramatic increase in the vol-
ume occupation of fibers inside cell aggregates would
increase the risk of cell–probe interference. In con-
trast, although a larger Young’s modulus of the mate-
rial is preferred (to have a smaller fiber radius and
lessen this reciprocal effect between cells and the fiber
probe), U87 cells in suspension will not easily adhere
onto fibers of small size, hence forming an upper-
limit for Young’s modulus of fiber material. Con-
sider a fiber of extreme rigidity Y = 1 GPa (typical of
thermoplastics), subjected to a typical force around
1 μN produced by cell aggregates and the elasticity
k = 50 Pa of the interior of these aggregates in the
fiber-crumpling system. With the minimum radius
R = 1.5 μm required for cell attachment onto the
fiber surface, a much smaller helix radius ρ ∼ 1 μm
is obtained from (4). The resultant small helix radius
is of the same magnitude of the fiber radius in this
case, which makes it difficult to measure and perceive
from fluorescence images.
In this paper, we discover an unusual phe-
nomenon of fiber straightening, simultaneously with
distinct fiber-buckling in the core of cell aggregate
ellipsoids. We explore the possibility of extracting the
net compressive force this cell aggregate generates
onto the fiber segment ends (at the poles of these ellip-
soid aggregate), by postulating and analyzing a model
of helical buckling pattern of fiber segments with the
interior of the embedding cell ellipsoids as an elas-
tic support. The results give a small internal elasticity
k less than 200 Pa, and collective compressive forces
ranging from a few hundreds of pN to a few μN gen-
erated by U87 ellipsoid aggregates. We also explain
that the use of crosslinked gelatin for fiber material
(with roughly 100 kPa in Young’s modulus) is well-
suited in the U87 cell aggregate system, and may also
be so for other similar tissue aggregation systems, in
order to minimize cell-probe interaction while pro-
ducing a pronounced buckling pattern, compared
with the fiber radius. It is envisaged that by incorpo-
rating a fluorescent moiety within the gelatin hydrogel
fibers will permit real-time, continuous monitoring
of the multi-cellular aggregation mechanics. Future
outlook could also include fabricating the probing
fibers to exhibit fluorescent, piezoelectric [48], or
conductive [49] properties, such that one can mon-
itor the fiber deformation in situ. Standardization of
the fiber-devices could lay down the potential for a
high-throughput platform for biomarker discovery.
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